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Abstract

To imitate personal handwritings is non-trivial. In this paper, we attempt to address the challenging problem of

automatic handwriting facsimile. We focus on Chinese calligraphic writings due to their rich variation in style,

high artistic values and also the fact that they are among the most difficult candidates for the problem. We first

analyze the structures and shapes of the constituent components, i.e., strokes and radicals, of characters in sample

calligraphic writings by the same writer. To generate calligraphic writing in the style of the writer, we facsimile

the individual character elements as well as the layout relationships used to compose the character, both in the

writer’s personal writing style. To test our algorithm, we compare our facsimileing results of Chinese calligraphic

writings with the original writings. Our results are found to be acceptable for most cases, some of which are

difficult to differentiate from the real ones. More results and supplementary materials are provided in our project

website at http://www.cs.hku.hk/∼songhua/facsimile/.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.2.1 [Artificial Intelligence]: Applications and Expert

Systems; I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation; J.5.C [Arts and Humanities]: Fine arts.

1. Introduction and Related Work

Chinese calligraphy is one of the most important art forms of

Chinese traditional culture, as well as one of the most com-

plicated hand-written character systems currently in use in

the world. To produce facsimiles (i.e., exact copies) of Chi-

nese calligraphic writings is an intellectual challenge, even

for human beings. In this paper, we explore the possibility

to achieve the challenging goal of Chinese calligraphy fac-

simile by the computer, i.e., to generate Chinese calligraphic

characters in the style of a particular human writer. Tackling

this problem has a number of applications in the practical

world. For example, with a good algorithm capable of fac-

simileing handwriting, the computer can generate an whole

document in handwritten style as if it were manually writ-

ten character by character by the human author. Documents

in handwriting style produced this way are more “personal”

and can draw the reader closer to the author than “typed”

documents.

† Contact him at songhua DOT xu AT gmail DOT com.

A body of work exists for solving the computational prob-

lems arising from processing calligraphic characters. Adachi

and Ishii [MAI93] applied fuzzy theory to teaching com-

puters to learn handwriting. Yamasaki and Hattori [YH96]

tackled the Japanese calligraphy generation problem through

treating calligraphic characters as being composed of funda-

mental brush strokes in a hierarchic manner, which provides

a good reference for calligraphy generation in our work.

Gader et al. [GKK∗97] adopted fuzzy logic for recogniz-

ing calligraphic letters. Mano et al. [MHN∗99] applied in-

terpolation to fuzzy spline curves to generate Japanese cal-

ligraphy. Wang and Lee [WL01] studied the problem of de-

noising and binarization of ancient calligraphic writing im-

ages through sophisticated image processing procedures. Yu

and Peng [YP05] applied image synthesis algorithms to cap-

ture the aesthetic appearance of cursive Chinese calligra-

phy. Wong et al. [WLI05] created Chinese calligraphic writ-

ings interactively via a geometric modeling approach. Ok-

abe et al. [OSN05] proposed a new rendering method for

generating line renditions in paintbrush styles using Hidden

Markov Models. Also related is Freeman et al. [FTP03]’s
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work on style facsimile for cartoon drawings, which can

capture the relationship between different artists’ styles in

line art drawings through a nearest-neighbour-based local

learning approach. Their work inspires us directly for our

character element facsimile process. More recently, Wang et

al. [WWPF08] introduced a style preserving Chinese char-

acter synthesis method based on hierarchical representation

of characters. Their synthesis method is based solely on

reusing existent writing examples previously created by a

person; in contrast, our method, in addition to reusing ex-

istent writing examples, can generate calligraphic charac-

ters not previously written by the person. Obviously, their

reuse-based calligraphy synthesis is a degenerate case of

our hybrid reuse-and-generation-based calligraphic writing

facsimile algorithm. In our prior work, we introduced a

constraint-based spatial reasoning method for the generation

of novel calligraphic writings based on a few parameterized

calligraphic samples [XLP03, XLCP04, XLCP05]. More re-

cently, we introduced a neural-network-based approach to

evaluate the aesthetics of Chinese calligraphy for providing

feedback to guide the automatic Chinese calligraphy gen-

eration process [XJLP07]. These previous projects aimed

at generating good-looking Chinese calligraphy, which is

different from facsimileing a person’s handwriting. Our re-

search here is to capture and then mimic the calligraphic

writing style of a particular human writer through a learning-

based approach.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. We first dis-

cuss how to decompose existent calligraphic writings and

store in a personal handwriting database in Sec. 2. Since a

Chinese character is an assemblage of strokes or radicals

following a certain spatial layout, we discuss how to fac-

simile strokes and radicals in Sec. 3, and then explain how

to facsimile the layout in order to compose a character in

Sec. 4. We discuss how to generate an optimal facsimile re-

sult when multiple candidate results are available in Sec. 5.

We report experimental results in Sec. 6 and conclude the

paper in Sec. 7.

2. Personal Handwriting Database

All the available calligraphic writings by the same person

will first be decomposed into a hierarchy of radicals which

then form the basic strokes; the results are parametrically

stored in a “Personal Handwriting DataBase” (PH-DB).

The decomposition process is realized through applying

the stroke decomposition algorithm proposed in [XJLP07],

which we consider to be one of the most suitable algorithms

for extracting a hierarchical and parametric representation

of Chinese calligraphic characters. The result of the parame-

terization is that each character element will be vectorized

as a triplet (Cx,Cy,Cw) of which each element is a one-

dimensional curve. The curves of Cx and Cy give the tra-

jectory of a stroke and the curve Cw records the width of

the stroke. Two example character decomposition results are

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two example character decomposition results.

Figure 2: The curve triplet (Cx,Cy,Cw) for parametrically

representing a stroke.

shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows how we use the curve

triplet to represent a stroke decomposed from a character. To

be able to apply algebraic operations including multiplica-

tion and addition to these stroke representing curves to create

a new stroke, which is discussed in Sec. 3, we represent these

curves discretely in the form of matrices whose dimensional-

ities are normalized. With such a matrix form discrete curve

representation, ordinary matrix multiplication and addition

operations can be applied. Some detailed discussions of ma-

trix operations over our discrete stroke representing curves

can be found in [XLCP05].

In the PH-DB, strokes and radicals decomposed from the

image of a written character are called the “character’s con-

structive elements”, which we abbreviate as “character el-

ements”, or simply “elements” when there is no ambiguity.

Each character element ξ has a type property τ(ξ), represent-

ing the category of stroke/radical that ξ belongs to accord-

ing to the conventional Chinese character formation method.

For example, in Figure 1, P1 and P8 both belong to the cate-

gory of “single person’s radicals”, thus τ(P1) = τ(P8). Sim-

ilarly, τ(P4) = τ(P11) = τ(P18) as they all belong to the cat-

egory of “vertical strokes”, and τ(P5) = τ(P6) = τ(P15) =
τ(P16) = τ(P17) = τ(P20) because they all belong to the cat-

egory of “horizontal strokes”. Such a categorization is im-

portant for our algorithm as elements having the same type

property will be referred to when facsimileing new elements

in the category. In our prototype system implementation, we

support five basic stroke types: “point stroke”, “left-slanting

stroke”, “right-slanting stroke”, “vertical stroke” and “hori-

zontal stroke”, as well as fifty most frequently used radicals

in Chinese character formation.
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3. Facsimileing Individual Character Elements

Two potential approaches exist for facsimileing individual

character elements—one is through reusing a similar ele-

ment written by the same writer previously, and the other

is through generating a facsimile of the element in question

according to other character elements previously written by

the writer. Both approaches have their pros and cons. The

first, reuse-based approach can efficiently produce a correct

facsimile if the element indeed has been previously written

by the writer. But if the user has never written the element

or a similar one before, the approach cannot create a facsim-

ile and thus would fail. The second approach works more

generically. It might not however achieve the same degree of

correctness as the reuse-based approach. We therefore intro-

duce a hybrid approach combining the two. In the following,

we first discuss the reuse-based and generation-based fac-

simile methods in Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2 respectively. After

that, we introduce our hybrid method for character element

facsimile in Sec. 3.3.

3.1. Reuse-based character element facsimile

We rely on the character context to evaluate the fitness of

reusing one character element previously written by a per-

son for facsimileing a written character element ξ. Recall

in Sec. 2, we acquire all the available sample character el-

ements written by a person through character decomposi-

tion. For a character that has the character element ξ in

the character’s composition, we find ξ’s parent element in

the character’s hierarchical construction tree. For example,

in Figure 1, P1’s parent element is P0 and P16’s parent el-

ement is P12. We can also find ξ’s ancestor elements via

the construction tree. Here we denote ξ’s i-th ancestor el-

ement as Anci(ξ). We also represent the maximum level

of ξ’s ancestors as γ(ξ). Assuming ξ is at the x-th level

in the character construction tree, then γ(ξ) = x − 1. For

i > γ(ξ), Anci(ξ) does not exist because the root of the

tree (i.e., the whole character) is Ancγ(ξ)(ξ). For this situ-

ation, we specifically define Anci(ξ) = NULL for i > γ(ξ).
Revising the examples shown in Figure 1, Anc0(P3) = P3,

Anc1(P3) = P1, Anc2(P3) = P0, Anc3(P3) = NULL, γ(P3) =
2 and Anc0(P15) = P15, Anc1(P15) = P12, Anc2(P15) = P9,

Anc3(P15) = P7, Anc4(P15) = NULL, γ(P15) = 3. Given

these notations, we can now define the character context sim-

ilarity between two character elements ξ and ξ′ as:

∆(ξ,ξ′) ,

max{γ(ξ),γ(ξ′)}

∑
j=0

(
z j ·δ

(
Anc j(ξ),Anc j(ξ

′)
))

, (1)

where

δ(a,b) =

{
1 if τ(a) = τ(b), and a,b 6= NULL;

0 otherwise.

Here z j’s are the fall-off coefficients, defined as z j =

2/(3 j+1). The purpose of introducing these fall-off coeffi-

cients is to emphasize more the local context in the charac-

ter construction hierarchy than the remote context. Such a

similarity measurement reflects the character context around

the character element to be facsimiled, which is used as the

most important information in determining whether a char-

acter element shall be reused for the facsimileing or not. A

larger value of ∆(ξ,ξ′) suggests more suitability to use ξ′ as

a facsimile for ξ. The value range for ∆(ξ,ξ′) is between 0

and 1.

Given this content similarity metric, the search for a most

suitable element to be used as the facsimile over ξ in the

writer’s style is reduced to searching among all the character

elements stored in the person’s PH-DB which can maximize

the character context similarity with ξ, i.e., to find a ξi so

that ξi = argmaxξ j
∆(ξ,ξ j). More specifically, we look for

ten ξi’s that yield the highest similarity scores with ξ to form

a candidate set of facsimile results Ω(ξ). We then randomly

select the character element ξi in Ω(ξ) as the facsimile result

for ξ with a probability of pi. The probabilities pi’s control-

ling the random selection process are defined in (2), which

implement a random selection mechanism with the property

that the more similar ξi is to ξ by character context, the more

likely ξi will be selected as the facsimile result over ξ.

pi ,
∆(ξi,ξ)

∑ξ j∈Ω(ξ) ∆(ξ j,ξ)
. (2)

3.2. Generation-based character element facsimile

We denote the shape of the character element ξ in the

personal handwriting style of the writer X as ξ(X). To

generate it, we look for the element’s handwritings by

other writers in PH-DB, which are denoted as Re f (ξ) ,

{ξ(W1),ξ(W2), · · · ,ξ(Wnw)}. Note that standard fonts from

a commercial font system are also stored in our PH-DB

and thus Re f (ξ) would never be empty since the font sys-

tem comprehensively covers all the character elements. Each

standard font is treated as one separate writer’s style. In our

experiment, we adopt ten popular Chinese fonts, most of

which have come with the Microsoft Word software. In a

nutshell, the way we generate ξ(X) is to find an optimal lin-

ear combination of these samples to approximate ξ(X), i.e.:

ξ(X) ≈
nw

∑
i=1

λiξ(Wi), (3)

in which λi’s are the combination weights satisfying

∑
nw
i=1 λi = 1. To determine the most suitable weight config-

uration, we first search for ten character elements ξ j ( j =
1, · · · ,10) which have already been written by X , as well as

by the writers W1, · · · ,Wnw. If there are more than ten such

elements, we select ten of them which achieve the highest

content similarity scores with ξ according to (1). Given a cer-

tain assignment over λi’s, we can approximate ξ j(X) based

on the linear combination of ξ j(W1), · · · ,ξ j(Wnw) through a

form similar to (3), i.e., ξ j(X) ≈ ∑
nw
i=1 λiξ j(Wi). We derive

the approximation error as e j , |ξ j(X) − ∑
nw
i=1 λiξ j(Wi)|.
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This error is measured as the number of pixels that are differ-

ent in the corresponding positions in the binary images of the

element ξ j(X) and ∑
nw
i=1 λiξ j(Wi). We optimally determine

λi’s in (3) for facsimileing ξ(X) through finding an optimal

assignment over λi which can minimize ∑
nw
j=1 |e j∆(ξ,ξ j)|.

We use a simulated annealing process to solve the optimiza-

tion problem and denote the optimal assignment so found

over λi’s as λ
opt
1 (ξ), · · · ,λ

opt
nw (ξ). Here the parameter “ξ” in

brackets means such assignment over λi’s is optimized for

facsimileing the character element ξ.

3.3. A hybrid method for character element facsimile

As mentioned earlier, if the reuse-based facsimile approach

works out, the facsimile result expectedly has a higher

facsimile faithfulness than what may be achieved by the

generation-based approach. In situations where the reuse-

based approach may not work out because of the lack of suf-

ficient reference samples, we introduce a mechanism which

randomly outputs the facsimile result by the reuse-based ap-

proach with a probability of α and outputs the result of the

generation-based approach with a probability of 1−α where

α is defined as α , 1
|Ω(ξ)| ∑ξ j∈Ω(ξ) ∆(ξ j,ξ) where |Ω(ξ)|

returns the cardinality of the set Ω(ξ). Recall at the end

of Sec. 3.1 we define Ω(ξ) as the set of candidate charac-

ter element facsimile results for ξ. It is easy to see that the

higher the average character context similarity between ξ
and ξ j ( j = 1, · · · ,n), the more likely our algorithm will out-

put results produced by the reuse-based facsimile approach

rather than the generation-based approach.

4. Facsimileing Character Layout

After all the character elements needed for composing a

character ξ have been facsimiled through the procedure dis-

cussed in Sec. 3, we need to facsimile the layout into which

these elements of ξ are assembled. Similar to our method for

facsimileing character elements as studied in Sec. 3, we pro-

pose also a hybrid method for facsimileing the spatial layout

of a character due to the same reason—reuse-based layout

facsimileing will fail if the reference samples are not plenty

enough whereas generation-based facsimileing may succeed

even when the system only has access to very limited sam-

ples. In situations when they both work, the quality of the

results produced by reuse-based facsimile is generally bet-

ter than that of the generation-based approach. Since both

reuse-based and generation-based approaches need to refer

to layout examples for facsimileing a character’s composi-

tion layout, we first look at the way to efficiently find rele-

vant spatial layout examples in Sec. 4.1. And then we discuss

our method for facsimileing the spatial layout of a character

according to the retrieved example layouts from the personal

handwriting database in Sec. 4.2.

4.1. Efficiently finding relevant character layout

examples

Here we first look at how to characterize the spatial layout of

a character according to a few layout features organized as

feature matrices (Sec. 4.1.1). Based on these matrices, we

can categorize all the known spatial layouts stored in the

personal handwriting database in advance so that our algo-

rithm can efficiently retrieve relevant layout examples on the

fly (Sec. 4.1.2). With these preprocessing work, we can effi-

ciently find relevant layout examples (Sec. 4.1.3).

4.1.1. Feature matrices of character layout

To facsimile the layout of a character ξ, we assume the char-

acter is composed of n character elements in the lower lev-

els of the character construction hierarchy. We denote that

as S(ξ) = ξ̂1 · · · ξ̂n where ξ̂1, · · · , ξ̂n are the character ele-

ments at the lower levels of the character constructive tree of

the character ξ. We call S(ξ) a constructive approach to the

character ξ. Note that for the same character, there could ex-

ist multiple possible constructive approaches because some

approaches utilize radicals to compose the character, some

use strokes and some use both. For a particular constructive

approach S(ξ) = ξ̂1 · · · ξ̂n, we derive each character element

ξ̂i’s bounding box as Bi. We also denote Bi’s center coor-

dinates as (xi,yi) and its width and height as wi and hi re-

spectively. For every pair of elements ξ̂i and ξ̂ j in S(ξ), we

calculate two values fx(ξ̂i, ξ̂ j) and fy(ξ̂i, ξ̂ j) to characterize

the spatial relationship between ξ̂i and ξ̂ j:

{
fx(ξ̂i, ξ̂ j) , (xi − x j)/(wi +w j)

fy(ξ̂i, ξ̂ j) , (yi − y j)/(hi +h j)
, (4)

Based on these two spatial layout features, we can further

construct two matrices Fx and Fy each of dimensionality n×
n to characterize the spatial layout inside the character. The

elements on the i-th row and j-th column of the matrices Fx

and Fy are the corresponding f (ξ̂i, ξ̂ j) values, i.e.: Fx(i, j) =

fx(ξ̂i, ξ̂ j) and Fy(i, j) = fy(ξ̂i, ξ̂ j).

4.1.2. Categorizing character layout examples

In the traditional Chinese character formation method, all

the Chinese characters conform to some rectangular struc-

tures. For example, the two characters shown in Figure 1

are both composed of two radicals in a horizontal man-

ner, i.e., P0 = P1P2 and P7 = P8P9. This is conventionally

called the “left-right structure” (Figure 3(b)). A construc-

tive approach S(ξ) = ξ̂1 · · · ξ̂n for a certain character ξ writ-

ten by a certain writer X corresponds to a set of bounding

boxes, {Bi|i = 1, · · · ,n}, where Bi is the bounding box of

the character element ξ̂i. The spatial relationships between

these bounding boxes define a layout for the character in the

constructive approach. To make our layout facsimile process

more reliable and also more efficient to execute on the fly,
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 3: First row: six categories of most frequently used

spatial layouts for Chinese character composition; second

and third rows: some example Chinese characters (in stan-

dard font) constructed using the layouts.

we categorize layout examples from sample characters in an

offline process beforehand so that only a suitable category of

layout examples will be referenced during the facsimile pro-

cess (see Sec. 4.1.3). To carry out the layout categorization,

we enumerate ten most frequently used character composi-

tion layout classes, six of which are illustrated in Figure 3.

To carry out the categorization process, we need a distance

metric to measure the sample-to-category distance, i.e., how

likely a character is constructed using a certain category of

spatial layout. We denote the layout used in character ξ’s

construction approach S(ξ) written in the writer X’s personal

handwriting style as L
(
S(ξ),X

)
. We define the layout sim-

ilarity function Θ
(

L
(
S(ξ),X

)
,Ti

)
for measuring the likeli-

hood of L
(
S(ξ),X

)
belonging to the i-th category of charac-

ter layout Ti as follows.

Θ
(

L
(
S(ξ),X

)
,Ti

)
,

{
minu

j=1

B j∩B∗

j

B j∪B∗

j
i f v = u

0 i f v 6= u
, (5)

where {B1,B2, · · · ,Bu} is the set of bounding boxes cor-

responding to L
(
S(ξ),X

)
and {B∗

1 ,B∗
2 , · · · ,B∗

v } is the set

of bounding boxes corresponding to Ti, which are manu-

ally specified in advance. According to the layout similarity

function (5), L
(
S(ξ),X

)
will be assigned to the layout cate-

gory Ti with which Θ
(

L
(
S(ξ),X

)
,Ti

)
is maximized. During

the above matching process, we consider all the permuta-

tions between matches of the two sets of bounding boxes.

However, if the largest similarity achieved is below 0.2,

which is considered too low, we will assign L
(
S(ξ),X

)
to the

category shown in Figure 3(a), which is the “single structure

character composition category”, namely the character is not

composed of multiple elements. Through the above process,

we categorize all the layout examples of sample characters

that are stored in the personal handwriting database.

4.1.3. Finding relevant character layout examples

Now we look at how to facsimile L
(
S(ξ),X

)
through refer-

ring to suitable character layout examples. We denote the

layout used for the character ξ using the standard style, i.e.,

the font style “Kai” (GB2312) in China’s national standard

as L
(
S(ξ),Wstd

)
. We assume even though each writer has

his personal handwriting style, the variation of his personal

handwriting style from the standard font style shall not

affect the category to which the layout belongs. That is, if

L
(
S(ξ),Wstd

)
is a “left-right” structure as shown in Figure 3,

then L
(
S(ξ),X

)
shall also be “left-right” structured. We feel

this is a safe assumption as otherwise characters written

in that person’s style would not be easily recognized by

other people. Under the above assumption, we first classify

the layout L
(
S(ξ),Wstd

)
into one of the layout classes via

the layout classification procedure discussed in Sec. 4.1.2.

Without loss of generality, we assume it falls into the

layout class of Ti. Among all the layout relationships in

Ti, we find ten most similar layouts to L
(
S(ξ),X

)
. The

distance metric Θ(La,Lb) we use to evaluate the similarity

between two layouts La and Lb is very similar to the

layout similarity function Θ
(

L
(
S(ξ),X

)
,Ti

)
defined in

(5) except that we compare the sets of bounding boxes

corresponding to the two constructive approaches rather

than a construction approach and a standard layout example.

The layout thus found might be collected from characters

previously written by the writer X or by other writers.

We denote the layout found which belongs to the first

case as Lself , {L
(
Sself

1 (ξ1),X
)
, · · · ,L

(
Sself

sn (ξsn),X
)
}

(assuming there are sn of them) and templates

found which belong to the latter case as Lother ,

{L
(
Sother

1 (ξ1),W1

)
, · · · ,L

(
Sother

on (ξon),Won

)
} (assuming

there are on of them).

4.2. Character layout facsimileing

4.2.1. Reuse-based character layout facsimileing

In this facsimile approach, we try to facsimile the layout of

a character through reusing one of the character layout ex-

amples in Lself. We feel this reuse-based facsimile is a safe

move because the layout example to be reused is produced

by the same writer. More concretely, we randomly select the

layout example L
(
Sself

i (ξi),X
)

from Lself with a probability

qi when facsimileing the character layout L
(
S(ξ),X

)
. The

probability qi is estimated as follows:

qi ,
Θ

(
L
(
Sself

i (ξi),Wstd

)
,L

(
S(ξ),Wstd

))

∑sn
j=1 Θ

(
L(Sself

j (ξ j),Wstd),L
(
S(ξ),Wstd

)) . (6)

4.2.2. Generation-based character layout facsimileing

If the set Lself is empty, it means we would have to gener-

ate L
(
S(ξ),X

)
according to the spatial layout produced by

other writers, namely those templates in Lothers. For each

layout L
(
Sother

i (ξi),Wi

)
∈ Lothers, we find its correspond-

ing layout L
(
Sother

i (ξi),Wstd

)
, i.e., the layout of the char-

acter ξi written in the standard font (the “Kai” GB2312

style). We use (4) to derive their corresponding feature ma-

trices, denoted as Fi
x = Fx

(
L
(
Sother

i (ξi),Wi

))
and Fstd

x =
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Fx

(
L
(
Sother

i (ξi),Wstd

))
respectively. Based on these two

feature matrices, we derive their difference matrix as Disi
x ,

Fi
x −Fstd

x . And then we will be able to synthesize an over-

all feature difference for facsimileing the spatial layout of

L
(
S(ξ),X

)
based on the layout examples in Lothers as:

Dis
overall
x ,

∑
on
i=1 Disi

xΘ
(

L
(
Sother

i (ξi),Wstd

)
,L

(
S(ξ),Wstd

))

∑on
i=1 Θ

(
L
(
Sother

i (ξi),Wstd

)
,L

(
S(ξ),Wstd

)) .

(7)

Basically, Disoverall
x is derived through weighted summing

over Disi
x using Θ

(
L
(
Sother

i (ξi),Wstd

)
,L

(
S(ξ),Wstd

))
as the

respective weight. Given Disoverall
x we can derive the feature

matrix Fx on L
(
S(ξ),X

)
as: Fx

(
L
(
S(ξ),X

))
, Disoverall

x +

Fstd
x . Through a similar way, we can derive Fy

(
L
(
S(ξ),X

))
.

Given these two feature matrices describing the layout of

the bounding boxes of the constituent character elements of

the character ξ written in the writer X’s personal handwrit-

ing style following the constructive approach of S, we can

reversely compute the optimal sizes and locations of these

bounding boxes which would produce these two feature ma-

trices. To do this, we employ a gradient-descent-based op-

timization process with the target function to be minimized

defined as the L2 norm of the distance between the expected

feature matrices as estimated above and the feature matrices

of the layout relationship under optimization. The layout so

found is our facsimile result through the generation-based

approach.

4.2.3. Hybrid method for spatial layout facsimileing

If Lself is empty but Lothers is not, we can only facsim-

ile a spatial layout through the generation-based approach;

if Lothers is empty but Lself is not, we can only get one

facsimiled spatial layout from the reuse-based approach.

However, typically both approaches can produce a facsim-

ile result, in which case we use a random selection pro-

cess to choose one result. That is, we select the result

produced by the reuse-based approach with probability z

and select the result produced by the generation-based ap-

proach with probability 1 − z. Here z is calculated ac-

cording to the similarity scores of the two sets Lself and

Lothers. More concretely, z is defined as z , A
A+B where

A , 1
sn ∑

sn
j=1 Θ

(
L(Sself

j (ξ j),Wstd),L
(
S(ξ),Wstd

))
and B ,

1
on ∑

on
j=1 Θ

(
L
(
Sother

j (ξ j),Wstd

)
,L

(
S(ξ),Wstd

))
.

5. Optimal Selection Over Candidate Results

It is obvious that the more parts of a character previously

written by a writer that are available, the easier and more

reliably the character can be facsimiled. This leads to a sim-

ple but effective heuristic: we define a facsimile reliability

function Φ(Si(ξ),X) for evaluating the reliability of facsim-

ileing ξ in X’s personal handwriting style following ξ’s i-th

construction approach Si(ξ) = ξ̂1 · · · ξ̂n. Φ(Si(ξ),X) is then

intuitively defined according to the percentage in the facsim-

ile result that the user X has previously written:

Φ
(
Si(ξ),X

)
,

n

∑
j=1

φ(ξ̂ j,X)Area(ξ̂ j)

Area(ξ̂ j)
(8)

where Area(ξ̂ j) denotes the area occupied by ξ’s character

element ξ̂ j and

φ(ξ̂ j,X) ,

{
1 if X has previously written ξ̂ j;

max{λ
opt
1 (ξ̂ j), · · · ,λ

opt
nw (ξ̂ j)} otherwise.

in which λ
opt
i (ξ̂ j)’s are the optimal assignment over λi’s as

determined in Sec. 3.2 for facsimileing the character element

ξ̂ j following a generation-based approach. The rationale

behind assigning max{λ
opt
1 (ξ̂ j), · · · ,λ

opt
nw (ξ̂ j)} to φ(ξ̂ j,X)

when the user has not previously written the character ele-

ment is because the higher the max{λ
opt
1 (ξ̂ j), · · · ,λ

opt
nw (ξ̂ j)},

the more confident the algorithm is in facsimileing the

character element through the generation-based approach

via (3). This can be intuitively understood as the higher

max{λ
opt
1 (ξ̂ j), · · · ,λ

opt
nw (ξ̂ j)}, the more likely X’s writing

style is similar to one of the reference writers Wi, in which

case the generation-based facsimile approach behaves more

like the reuse-based facsimile approach. Given the above

facsimile reliability function, our algorithm selects the can-

didate facsimile result with the highest reliability score and

outputs it as the final facsimile result.

6. Experiment Results

We first compare our calligraphy facsimile results with the

original handwritings of two Chinese calligraphists in Fig-

ure 4. In this experiment, only 24 other characters written by

the respective calligraphists are accessible to our algorithm

for learning. Our facsimile results are not exactly identical

to the ones written by the calligraphists, which is to be ex-

pected. Nevertheless, for most of the characters, the facsim-

ile results appear to be very close in appearance and style

to the authentic handwritten ones. And then we present Fig-

ure 5 for examining the faithfulness of the facsimiled results

produced by our algorithm when the algorithm has access to

different sizes of training set of sample calligraphic charac-

ters. The analysis clearly shows the enhancement of our al-

gorithm’s performance when it has access to more characters

written by the target calligraphist. The analysis results also

suggest when our algorithm has seen 40 characters written

by a writer, it can facsimile the handwriting of the writer to

the degree such that the handwritten samples and the facsim-

iles are almost indistinguishable. Practically, it is not hard to

collect 40 characters of handwriting by a person.

We also present the results of a facsimile experiment over

a famous Chinese poem in Figure 6. As can be easily seen,

a high degree of faithfulness has been achieved. Using the
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Figure 4: Facsimileing results compared with the original

handwritings of two Chinese calligraphists. The first and

third rows are the original handwritings of the two Chinese

calligraphists; the second and fourth rows are the facsimiled

results.

results of this experiment, we conducted a small-scale quan-

titative user study in the form of a quasi Turing test. We

invited eight educated Chinese individuals to tell apart the

facsimiled results by our algorithm from the authentic writ-

ings by the calligraphist. Six of them are computer science

graduate students, and two of them are middle school liter-

acy teachers. We showed them 16 sample characters writ-

ten by the calligraphist, followed by 20 characters facsim-

iled by our algorithm. After that we showed them a set of

32 new characters and asked them to tell which ones are

written by the calligraphist and which ones are facsimiles.

Among these 32 characters, 17 characters are from authen-

tic handwritings and 15 characters are machine facsimiled

ones, as labeled * in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the respective

accuracies achieved by these eight individuals. Their accu-

racy rates are 62.5%, 53.1%, 46.9%, 68.8%, 43.8%, 34.3%,

59.3%, 50.0% respectively, and the overall accuracy rate is

52.3%. From these data we see that the best human judge

achieves the accuracy of 68.8% while the poorest achieves

about 34.3%. The overall accuracy of these human judges

is 52.3%, which does not differ much from the accuracy

of random guess. This shows the facsimile results are suf-

ficiently indistinguishable from the authentic handwritten

ones to people in our user study group.

Due to space limitation, more experiment re-

sults are available in our project website at

http://www.cs.hku.hk/∼songhua/facsimile/.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents our attempt to generate facsimiles of

Chinese calligraphic writings through an example-based

learning approach. The resultant intelligent graphical design

system can facsimile calligraphic writings with a high de-

gree of realism in most situations, as verified by the ex-

periment results. For the future, we will continue to refine

our algorithm, aiming at an even higher degree of facsimile

(Aa) (Ba) (Ca) (Da) (Ea) (Fa) (Ga) (Ha)

(A0) (B0) (C0) (D0) (E0) (F0) (G0) (H0)

(A10) (B10) (C10) (D10) (E10) (F10) (G10) (H10)

(A20) (B20) (C20) (D20) (E20) (F20) (G20) (H20)

(A40) (B40) (C40) (D40) (E40) (F40) (G40) (H40)

Figure 5: Analyzing the faithfulness of our algorithm’s

handwriting facsimile results using different sizes of train-

ing set. (A)–(H) show eight sets of such results. The rows

from top to bottom respectively correspond to the authentic

handwriting by a calligraphist (Xa), facsimiled results when

our algorithm has no access to any characters written by the

calligraphist (X0), facsimiled results when our algorithm has

learned 10, 20 and 40 characters written by the calligraphist

as training samples (X10,X20,X40), respectively.

faithfulness. We also would like to extend our methods to

cover more languages which might introduce new character

features for our algorithm to consider. Right now, the styles

of handwriting our algorithm is capable of facsimileing ex-

clude the very cursive ones. The bottleneck is with the char-

acter decomposition and parameterization step. We plan to

look for more advanced algorithmic approaches to attack the

problem. Our generation process so far has not touched upon

style consistency between adjacent characters, which is in-

variably an important consideration by human calligraphists.
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